Quinns Beach Primary
Remote Learning Guide

Welcome to Remote Learning
Welcome
Welcome to our guide about how remote learning will look at Quinns Beach Primary School (QBPS). This is
remote learning, not online learning, as we understand that we have a diverse community with different
learning needs and access to online access. Families may use computers or tablets to complete learning,
hard copy or a mixture of both. Learning can take place in many ways and we are here to help you. You do
not need a computer for each student in your home.
Work Packages will come in the shape of ‘Weekly Learning Guides’. This is explained later in the guide.

Initial Communcation in the case of a Lockdown
Depending on the situation, we will notify all parents/carers via email and SMS.
This Remote Learning Guide may be provided physically to all students in the case of an upcoming notice of
remote learning, or may be emailed out to all contacts dependent on the situation.
All classroom teachers may be in contact to check in with you, and confirm whether your family prefers
learning from home using digital learning or hard copies.
In preparation, all teachers will have a copy of parent/carers contact details.

Realistic Expectations
We understand that families have different expectations, needs and routines. Some families have parents
working from home and some families have a number of students at home who will need guidance from
their family. With this in mind, we understand that a structured school day may not be achievable every
day. We have designed our remote learning to be flexible and not too time-consuming for families.

Guiding Principles
During the period of remote learning, we need to make sure that we are taking care of ourselves and each
other, before attending to our learning.
 Families are facing very difficult circumstances during this time. Our expectations of learning continuing
outside of school must be responsive to our community.

 Families must prioritise the health and wellbeing of their children and other relatives.
 Maintaining relationships is critical and we need to remain connected with school and our peers.
 Flexibility in delivering remote learning is critical. There will be opportunities for feedback throughout the
term.
 Keep it simple.

What will the learning cover?
At Home Learning
Each day during the school week, students will be asked to participate in the recommended learning
activities guided by the Weekly Learning Guides. It is important your child sticks to the structure of learning
and attending to schoolwork.
The learning may be a mixture of new concepts and revision of concepts already taught at school. If it is a
new concept, the classroom teacher will provide a very structured approach to allow parents to facilitate
the learning.
Specialist staff will communicate to classroom teachers about their learning activities. This is so the
classroom teacher is the first port of call for families.
Daily Learning
Should Do
Literacy

Activities that cover reading, spelling, writing and grammar.

Numeracy

Journal Writing
Activities that cover number, measurement, geometry, statistics and
probability.

Other Learning Areas

Mathletics
Technologies, English, Mathematics, Humanities & Social Sciences,
Science, The Arts, Health and Physical Education and Languages.
Early Years: Fine and gross motor skills such as playing with playdough and
tracing around hands.
Could Do
Things like: Daily fitness, journal writing (comic strip, letter, email and
number writing), colouring in, mindfulness activities, board games,
gardening, trips to the park

Recommended Learning Times
Some students thrive in a self-directed learning environment and others will need help along every step of
the way. We have created some suggested guidelines for the amount of time to spend on remote learning
each day.
Suggested Daily Learning Times
Should Do
Kindergarten and Pre-Primary

Up to 60 minutes

Year 1 and Year 2

Up to 90 minutes

Year 3 and Year 4

Up to 120 minutes

Year 5 and Year 6

Up to 150 minutes

Could Do

This is up to your family to decide

What are the Weekly Learning Guides?
At the beginning of each week you will receive an email from your class teacher containing the Weekly
Learning Guide. Not all of the learning activities require access to a computer or the internet. Some activities
will be more independent than others. You don’t need to print everything out. By reading through the
activities you might decide to:
 Print some activities;
 Complete activities on paper;
 Just talk about an activity; or
 Complete the activity in a digital form.

Weekly Learning Guides
Students across each particular year level will receive a similar Weekly Learning Guide. Some students will
need lots of guidance and others will be comfortable with less contact from the parent or teacher.
Take some time at the beginning of the week to read through the Weekly Learning Guide and email your
class teacher with any questions that you have. This will allow your child’s teacher to provide the level of
support that is needed.
The Weekly Learning Guide will look similar to this:

Communication
At the Beginning of the Week
You will be emailed a copy of the Weekly Learning Guide for each student in your home. This will come from
your class teacher so that you have a direct communication link back to them.
Families who do not have access to online facilities at home will collect their Weekly Learning Guide Pack
from outside reception at Quinns Beach Primary School from 9.00am, dependent on the current restrictions.
Communication Between Teachers and Home
Teachers and parent/carers can communicate via email, phone or ClassDojo. You are encouraged to contact
your classroom teacher throughout the week between 8.30am and 3.00pm. Teachers will be regularly
checking emails and ClassDojo during these hours to support student learning.
Each family can expect a phone call from their teacher at the commencement of the term to discuss their
learning, any workload concerns and their wellbeing.
Student Communication
Students will have the capacity to communicate with their teachers via email and ClassDojo to ask for advice,
clarification and direction in relation to their learning.

What if I Prefer a Hard Copy?
Why Hard Copy?
It is important that we are still able to provide Weekly Learning Guide to families who need or prefer them.
Those families that have confirmed that this is the case will collect a weekly learning package from the school
at the beginning of each week, if staff are at school.
What is in the Hard Copy Pack?
The same Weekly Learning Guide that is sent home electronically will be sent home in hard copy. A hard
copy of the activities will also be included in the pack where possible.
Collecting the Hard Copy Pack
Packs will be available from 9.00am on the first school day of each week. Collect the labelled envelope from
your student’s year level tub which will be located outside the office at the main entrance to the school.
Hand sanitising gel will be available and we appreciate your vigilance in ensuring that your hands are clean
when collecting packs. Please maintain the social distancing protocol of remaining at least 1.5m away from
other people.
Do I Need to Return the Hard Copy?
This will not initially be a requirement. If remote learning continues to operate for an extended period of
time, then we will communicate a variety of ways that students can share their learning with their teachers.

Assessment of Learning
Learning will look very different. The usual assessment methods that we use at school will not be able to be
utilised. At the start of the term we will be focusing on wellbeing and establishing learning routines.
Depending on the length of the remote learning, assessment processes will be communicated as required.

Student Wellbeing
What Matters Most
What matters most is that students feel safe and secure in these unprecedented times. We are here to help
and can offer a range of resources to support the mental health and wellbeing of your family. It’s important
that we know how you are feeling and you can share this with us through your classroom teacher or by
emailing us directly at QuinnsBeach.PS@education.wa.edu.au

Routines at Home
Establishing a learning routine can be very important but you also need to be flexible to adapt your family’s
needs and circumstances. If you are having trouble completing the recommended daily learning, please
have a conversation with your child’s teacher. We will be flexible and supportive of your family’s needs.

Further Support Options


Child and Adolescent Health Services
1800 048 636 https://www.healthywa.wa.gov.au/



Beyond Blue Australia
1300 224 636 https://www.beyondblue.org.au



Lifeline
131 144 https://lifelinewa.org.au/



Kids Help Line
1800 551 800 https://kidshelpline.com.au



Head to Health https://headtohealth.gov.au/



BeYou https://beyou.edu.au/

Online Program Information
Mathletics
Mathletics supports mathematical learning for students through interactive activities, games and challenges.
Teachers set the coursework tailored to each child’s ability. Their progress can be monitored, assessed and
dependant on results, set new coursework as required.
Log In
Your teacher will provide log in details for your child.
Mathletics Australia | Empowering Maths Learning Online

y

The School Site
Who will be at School?
This will depend on what restrictions have been put in place by the WA Government.

Contacting the School
You can reach the school on 9561 7400 or by email at QuinnsBeach.PS@education.wa.edu.au

What if Teachers Are Working from Home?
This is a difficult situation to prepare for, because it will depend on a number of factors and levels of
restrictions.
Classroom staff will endeavour to stick to the plan, however in the case that teachers cannot prepare the
correct learning program for your child, this will be communicated with you and a revision of processes will
need to take place. However, below are two good links to age appropriate learning activities.

Parent
Preparedness

Support for parents and carers
Learning resources by year level

Dream Explore Discover
It’s Going to be Different
We might not all be together at the school but we believe that learning takes place throughout the
community in a variety of different ways. Things are going to look different for a while. We don’t expect
parents to replace teachers but there will definitely be some different opportunities to be involved in your
child’s learning. We are committed to making remote learning work for us all.

